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Abstract. Autonomic computing promises improvements of systems
quality of service in terms of availability, reliability, performance, se-
curity, etc. However, little research and experimental results have so far
demonstrated this assertion, nor provided proof of the return on invest-
ment stemming from the efforts that introducing autonomic features re-
quires. Existing works in the area of benchmarking of autonomic systems
can be characterized by their qualitative and fragmented approaches.
Still a crucial need is to provide generic (i.e. independent from busi-
ness, technology, architecture and implementation choices) autonomic
computing benchmarking tools for evaluating and/or comparing auto-
nomic systems from a technical and, ultimately, an economical point of
view. This article introduces a methodology and a process for defining
and evaluating factors, criteria and metrics in order to qualitatively and
quantitatively assess autonomic features in computing systems. It also
discusses associated experimental results on three different autonomic
systems.

Keywords: Autonomic computing, benchmark, metrics, criteria, eval-
uation, comparison, return on investment, ROI.

1 Introduction

From an industrial perspective, the overall motivation underlying the emergence
of autonomic computing is based on the observation that the costs related to
the IT infrastructures are quickly and massively migrating from new investments
(development and licensing costs) to maintenance expenses (deployment and ex-
ploitation costs). [10] This evolution illustrates the transformation of computing
systems in terms of size, distribution, sophistication, dynamism, heterogeneity
and interoperability that results in even more complex –and thus expensive–
management tasks. In this context, autonomic computing aims basically inso-
faras possible at automating the deployment and management (administration)
of computing systems in order to reduce human interventions and all associated
costs.
� This work is partially funded by European IST FWP6 Selfman project [5].
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Bit by bit research in autonomic computing is starting to generate industrial
solutions. This is the case, for example, of workload management in J2EE web
applications servers (e.g. JOnAS, JBoss, WebSphere, WebLogic). However, even
in such a well-known area, the autonomic features embedded in different products
do not necessarily address the same problems and/or can have different maturity
levels. Moreover, even if some experimental results like [2], [14] or [17] tend to
demonstrate that autonomic behaviors1 (ABs) improve systems efficiency (by
comparing it when enabling and disabling the autonomic features), there are
still no models and no tools for formally measuring and comparing the technical
and economical benefits these autonomic capabilities are supposed to offer.

Nowadays industrial companies continuously strive to improve and simplify
their process for increased customer satisfaction, operational efficiency and cost
reduction. This implies improved efficiency of computing systems in terms of
productivity, performances, quality of service (QoS), trust, etc. Autonomic com-
puting appears to be an appealing solution. However this quite recent and dis-
ruptive approach still raises a number of issues regarding:

(technical) efficiency: can the impact of autonomic computing on the quality
of service (QoS)2 be exhibited or even “proved” - especially when ABs are
built into the system? Is this impact measurable generically with respect to
various business fields, architecture or implementation of different systems?

profitability (i.e. economical efficiency): when comparing all the costs linked to
an autonomic system versus a non-autonomic equivalent one, does autonomic
computing come out as a cheaper or a more expensive technology? How long
will it take to become profitable?

applicability: considering the previous questions, are there some more or less per-
tinent areas to which autonomic computing should or should not be applied?

Such questions raise the need for some autonomic computing benchmark(s) that
would allow for evaluation and comparison of autonomic systems, both from a
technical and an economical perspective. This article hypothesizes that, even
if developing benchmarks are business-specific (i.e. specific to web applications
servers or to P2P systems for the benchmarks considered in this article), some
generic benchmarking elements could be shared among all specific domains and
therefore could allow for inter-area comparison. The contribution of this paper is
twofold. First, it introduces a methodology and a process for defining and eval-
uating factors, criteria and metrics in order to qualitatively and quantitatively
assess autonomic features in computing systems. Second, it analyzes associated
experimental results on three different autonomic systems. The article is orga-
nized as follows. Section 2 discusses existing works on autonomics benchmarking.
Section 3 defines a methodology and a process, based on criteria and metrics, in
order to benchmark autonomics both qualitatively and quantitatively. Section 4
describes and analyzes experimental results. Section 5 concludes.

1 Autonomic behavior (AB) designates the implementation of a particular control loop
or MAPE-loop.

2 In this article, the term ’QoS’ is used in its most general meaning.
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2 Background

2.1 Models and Metrics

Since autonomic computing aims essentially at improving the QoS of systems,
[15] and [19] try to define an autonomic computing evaluation model based on
the ISO/IEC 9126 standard3 [13]. They describe the qualitative binding between
autonomic characteristics4 and the ISO/IEC 9126 factors (see figure 1). At the
same time, [11] provides a qualitative hierarchy between the eight autonomic
characteristics (the four main ones and the four secondary ones) (see figure 2).
Finally some works focus on the definition of metrics in order to evaluate auto-
nomic capabilities. For example, [12], [3] and [4] propose a non-exhaustive set
of criteria and metrics that are not related to any evaluation standard such as
ISO/IEC 9126.

Fig. 1. Organization of autonomic computing characteristics based on ISO/IEC 9126
standard quality factors [15] [19]

These works constitute indispensable steps toward providing a complete au-
tonomics benchmark, but they can be characterized by a qualitative and frag-
mented approach. [15] and [19] do not provide a quantitative composition of
the factors for evaluating experimentally the autonomic characteristics, nor an
adaptation of ISO/IEC 9126 model to the autonomic computing field. [11] is not
based on any Factors-Criteria-Metrics model and still has to be quantitatively
validated. Finally, [12], [3] and [4] list some criteria and metrics. However, for
most of criteria (i.e. granularity, flexibility, robustness, adaptability), no metrics

3 ISO/IEC 9126 is an adaptation of a generic Factors-Criteria-Metrics model [6] ap-
plied to the software quality field. However it defines only factors and criteria because
software quality metrics are specific to the business area of the considered system.

4 [7] and [9] define autonomic computing thanks to four main characteristics (self-
configuration, self-healing, self-protection and self-optimization) and four secondary
characteristics (self-awareness, context-awareness, openness and anticipation).
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Fig. 2. Hierarchy between autonomic computing characteristics [11]

have been defined. Moreover the proposed metrics are either qualitative (i.e. de-
gree of autonomy) and therefore their evaluation is subjective, or quantitative
(i.e. adaptation time, reaction time, stabilization duration, latency) but they
remain difficult to measure because of their abstraction level.

2.2 Benchmarking Methodologies and Tools

[1] lists the specificities associated to the benchmarking of autonomic features.
A “classical” performance benchmark and an autonomic computing benchmark
differ along three main axes: 1) environment stability that is questioned for
autonomic computing by the injection of disturbances, 2) management inter-
actions that must not occur in a classical performance benchmark, but that
constitute the AB as well, 3) the antagonism between test realism (regard-
ing the representativeness of the workload or the disturbances load the sys-
tem under test will have to face) and the benchmark requirements, especially
in terms of reproducibility, cost and legality. Among the works dealing with
the experimental evaluation of autonomics efficiency, [2] seems to be one of
the most advanced. It describes one of the first autonomic computing bench-
mark dealing with self-healing evaluation. It details its experimental protocol
for validating the tool. This consists in measuring the impact of thirty differ-
ent classes of disturbances on two metrics. The disturbances are sequentially
injected.

The three main specificities of an autonomic computing benchmark (high-
lighted by [1]) illustrate the addition of a second dimension into an autonomic
computing benchmark compared to a classical QoS benchmark. Each benchmark
can indeed be associated with a function that get injection profiles as inputs and
that returns a vector of evaluated metrics. Thus a classical QoS benchmark is
a function with a single input (i.e. the injected workload profile) whereas an
autonomic computing benchmark consists in a function getting two inputs (i.e.
the injected workload profile and the injected disturbance profile). Concerning
this last type of benchmark, constraints relative to costs, reproducibility and le-
gality, which are antagonistic to test realism, can be declined into constraints on
the injection profiles (synchronization of workload and disturbances injections,
stability of workload injection, etc.). In other words an autonomic computing
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benchmark consists of two coupled evaluation tools. The first one is dedicated
to the QoS measurement: it is business specific and is essentially made of quan-
titative metrics. The second one focuses on the evaluation of self-management
behaviors. It should include only generic (i.e. domain independent) aspects. Con-
cerning the experimental assessment, works like [2], [14], [17], although they
tend to demonstrate that autonomic features improve systems efficiency, do not
achieve to define a scale offering a synthesized and absolute5 view. Thus [2] and
[3] define a value ranging between 0 (non autonomic) and 1 (fully autonomic)
for assessing self-* features. However this indicator is obtained by restraining
the number of different.disturbances.

3 Assessment Methodology and Process

This section introduces the first contribution of this article, namely the proposed
generic benchmarking methodology and process.

3.1 Methodology

The first step of the proposed approach is to define the constituents, i.e. fac-
tors, criteria and metrics, of an hybrid (refined) ISO/IEC 9126 model for the
autonomic computing area, similarly to the refinement of ISO/IEC 9126 model
proposed in [18] and addressing the concrete case of test specification. Then
high-level indicators are defined for qualifying autonomic features. A bottom-
up approach integrating, supplementing and adapting some existing works (see
section 2) is adopted.

Metrics. An exhaustive set of metrics participating in the empirical evaluation
of the ISO/IEC 9126 model has been identified (by using and enriching the list
defined by [12], [3] and [4]). These metrics have to be:

Generic, i.e. independent from the field of application, in order to be applied to
evaluating various business areas or to inter-domain comparisons;

Measurable, i.e. these metrics can be assessed independently from architecture,
design, implementation or technologies choices;

Quantifiable for metrics processed as inputs of composition functions (see below)
in order to calculate quantitative higher-level indicators. Quantitative met-
rics are intrinsically quantifiable whereas qualitative ones are characterized
by the subjectivity of their evaluation. However some of qualitative metrics
can be composed of discrete but ordered values (e.g. the level of maturity
of an AB) whereas others are made of non ordered values (e.g. the list of
standards or technologies with which a component complies). Only the first
ones are quantifiable.

5 Absolute is relative to a scale that could classify the results from a system without
any autonomic features to an idealistic system that could autonomously anticipate
or deal with any disturbances (without any delay and any impact on the quality of
service).
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Composition Functions. After having qualitatively defined a hybrid ISO/IEC
9126 model for autonomic computing (see figure 3)6 and tied it to the proposal of
[15] and [19] concerning the coupling between autonomic characteristics and soft-
ware quality factors, the next step consists in defining composition functions for
enabling the computation of higher-level quantitative indicators. Among these
indicators some have to be compared –and be thus quantifiable– whereas others
only relate interesting properties. As for an autonomic computing benchmark,
the four main self-* characteristics, i.e. self-configuration, self-optimization, self-
healing, self-protection, have to be quantifiable so as to be compared, whereas
self-awareness, context-awareness, openness do not directly impact ABs effi-
ciency 7 . In order to get the property of absoluteness of the comparison scale
(i.e. to avoid a restriction of the events set that can occur, see section 2.2), the
value I of each quantifiable high-level indicators is ranged between 0 (non au-
tonomic) and +∞ (idealistic fully autonomic). This value I will be obtained by
adding the result of the corresponding composition function fI applied on each
event e handled by the system and weighted with the occurrence probability pe

of this event:
I =

∑

e

pefI(e) (1)

The indicator value highlights the wideness of the events spectrum the system
is able to compute and the utility of dealing with each event.

3.2 Qualitative Assessment

Table 1 summarizes criteria and metrics defined for qualitative assessment of
ABs.

3.3 Quantitative Assessment

Table 2 summarizes the criteria and metrics defined for quantitative assessment
of ABs.

Four separate time measurements –monitorability, analyzability, planning ca-
pability and changeability– that are mapped on each phase of the widely accepted
concept of MAPE-loop (see figure 4) are defined. This decomposition offers two
main advantages. On the one hand, these quantitative (i.e. per se quantifiable)
metrics are generic and measurable because they are based on the control loop
that is a fundamental concept of ABs implementation. On the other hand, they
can be separately measured, according to the system maturity, because of the
use of a common concept (i.e. the stages of the MAPE-loop) for defining these
metrics and the maturity levels.
6 Efficiency factor and associated criteria and metrics are not, strictly speaking, con-

stituents of this model but they appear on this figure in order to highlight the rela-
tionship between this hybrid model for autonomic computing and business specific
metrics.

7 Whether anticipation is or is not a quantifiable high-level indicator is still to be
determined.
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Table 1. Qualitative criteria for ABs assessment

Criterion Criterion type

Description of AB Free text. Short description of the AB.

Related to self-*
characteristic

{self-configuration, self-healing, self-optimization,
self-protection}

Coverage Free text describing the list of disturbances the AB is
able to deal with

Interdependency high, medium, low + Free text. Description of the other
ABs and components the current AB is depending on.

Internal constituents
knowledge

Internal features that need to be monitored for this AB

External environment
knowledge

Environmental (i.e. outside the AB) features that need
to be monitored for this AB

Level of automation {-, M, MA, MAP, MAPE}
Monitoring compliance Free text. Technologies used for monitoring: probe

frameworks, standard (e.g. JMX)

Analyzing compliance Free text. Technologies used for event correlation and
diagnosis

Planning compliance Free text. Technologies used for decision making:
deductive rules, actives rules, machine learning

Executing compliance Free text. Technologies used for execution of
reconfiguration plan

Coupling tight, loose + Free text. Description of coupling
between autonomic and functional capabilities inside
the AB.

Manageability high, medium, low + Free text. Capability to be
managed (typically change policy at runtime). This
criterion does not imply the AB ability to interoperate
with other ones but just its ability to be monitored,
introspected, driven an external entity.

Table 2. Metrics for quantitative assessment of ABs

Criterion Sub-criterion Metric

Sensitivity Monitorability Mean time for monitoring
Analyzability Mean time to analyze

Reactivity Planning capability Wait time for plan duration + Mean time to
plan

Changeability Wait time for execution duration + Mean time
to execution

Anticipation Mean time between impacting disturbances

Stability Mean time to stabilization

Anticipation measures the system ability to deal with events while maintaining
its QoS at a satisfying level: the human administrator defines an interval of
satisfaction for QoS values. Thus, among the overall disturbances the system is
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Fig. 4. Mapping between MAPE-loop stages and their duration

able to compute, the impacting ones are those which modify the system efficiency
(QoS) outside this interval.

Stability measures the time the system needs to return to a stable state, i.e.
a state for which QoS values are stable.

Test Process. [2] proposes a three-step test process for evaluating ABs.

1. First a workload, that will be maintained constant during all the three steps,
is injected in the system under test (SUT). This first step lasts until the
system reaches a stable state regarding its QoS metrics.

2. Then a single disturbance is injected in order to trigger an autonomic reac-
tion of the SUT.

3. The last step consists in observing metrics (related to QoS and autonomic
computing) until the SUT returns to a stable state (possibly different from
the initial one) regarding the QoS metrics.

This test process measures autonomic features efficiency. It exhibits some kind
of reproducibility property (see section 2.2) coming from the stability of the
workload injection during all the test duration. However due to this stability
and to the uniqueness of the injected disturbance, this test process does not fit
the realism property (see the third difference between a “classical” benchmark
and an autonomic computing benchmark in section 2.2). Notwithstanding, this
process is adopted for quantitative experimentations. The injected disturbance
is considered as a default for evaluating self-healing, an attack for evaluating
self-protection, an extra constant workload for evaluating self-optimization and
an event triggering a reconfiguration for evaluating self-configuration (e.g. churn
in P2P systems).

3.4 Economical Assessment (Return on Investment)

As mentioned in section 1, the ultimate goal of autonomic benchmarking, from
an industrial point of view, is to define means for evaluating the return on in-
vestment (ROI) of developing and deploying autonomic computing technologies.
Once the technical evaluation stage is over, available data relative to the econom-
ical cost management (i.e. cost of licenses, disturbance rate and frequency, mean
time to resolve a disturbance, human administrator salary, energy consumption,
etc.) can be collected. Then these economical metrics will be placed in the au-
tonomic computing model in order to obtain an estimation of the economical
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return on investment. The economical evaluation could be carried out by using
utility functions as proposed in [16]. Utility functions can be seen as composition
functions whose result is a financial value expressed in a given currency. Utility
functions might allow for comparison of the economical efficiency of different
autonomic features in the system under consideration or in different autonomic
systems (e.g. ”is there more ROI to be expected by introducing autonomic fea-
tures in web applications servers or machine-to-machine platforms?”).

4 Experimental Results

This section introduces and discusses the experimental results that have been ob-
tained by applying the methodology described to eleven ABs in three autonomic
systems. The three systems considered cover the architectural classification of
autonomic systems proposed by [12]:

– wide distributed systems composed of a large number of independent col-
laborative intelligent nodes. In our case, a peer-to-peer (P2P) transactional
storage system, namely Scalaris from ZIB (Zuse Institute Berlin) designated
as SUT1, and a P2P system on mobile phones, namely the gPhone appli-
cation from UCL (Université Catholique de Louvain) designated as SUT2.
Both are based on a common structured overlay network (SON). SUT1 and
SUT2 implement eight different ABs (some are common, some are specific).
SUT1 and SUT2 are research-oriented and have been developed in the EU
funded IST Selfman project [5].

– more centralized systems composed of a hierarchy of components. In our
case, an industrial workload management application, designated as SUT38

based on a centralized manager and a cluster of JOnAS [8] J2EE application
servers. SUT3 implements three ABs.

4.1 Qualitative Assessment

The qualitative assessment consisted in filling out each line (i.e. computing each
qualitative metric) of the table 1 in the context of each AB. Altogether, eleven
tables have been obtained (eight for SUT1 and SUT2 and three for SUT3) that
make up dozens of pages in Selfman project deliverables concerning SUT1 and
SUT2. Due to space limitation in this article, results have been summarized
in table 3 that reports the major tendencies highlighted by these individual
assessments.

Among these major tendencies, some are common to all evaluated ABs. The
lack of self-protection ABs is explained by the systems editors as follows: some
of them assume that their solution runs in a safe environment whereas others
estimate that security has to be delegated to another system contributor. How-
ever a further explanation is that self-protection ABs have to deal with more
complex events and thus cannot be elementary behaviors, exclusively focusing
8 For motives of confidentiality, the name of this solution has not been mentioned.
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Table 3. Synthesis of qualitative assessment on eleven ABs coming from SUT1, SUT2
and SUT3

Criterion Tendency

Related to self-*
characteristic

None of the assessed ABs is related to self-protection.
Moreover, the distinction between self-optimization and
self-configuration is not self-evident.

Coverage All of these ABs can be considered elementary: they only
deal with one or two low-level events (‘peer joining’ or
‘excessive response time to a request’ for instance)

Interdependency Only one of the ABs interoperates with another one but
this interaction is limited to a single query/reply and does
not consist in a structured dialog

Internal constituents
knowledge

All these ABs run according to the monitoring data they
get from the resources they manage

External environment
knowledge

All these ABs have very little (or even no) knowledge of
their external environment

Level of automation However all are fully autonomous regarding their level of
maturation: none of them claims to be autonomic without
fully implementing the four stages of the MAPE-loop

Monitoring compliance Concerning their compliance with a standard and/or a
wide spread / opened technology, all ABs propose highly
proprietary implementation for this MAPE-loop stage

Analyzing compliance Concerning their compliance with a standard and/or a
wide spread / opened technology, all ABs propose highly
proprietary implementation for this MAPE-loop stage

Planning compliance Concerning their compliance with a standard and/or a
wide spread / opened technology, all ABs propose highly
proprietary implementation for this MAPE-loop stage

Executing compliance Concerning their compliance with a standard and/or a
wide spread / opened technology, all ABs propose highly
proprietary implementation for this MAPE-loop stage

Coupling All the ABs of SUT1 and SUT2 are tightly coupled with
the business functionalities in term of implementation
whereas this coupling is loose concerning the three ABs of
SUT3

Manageability Three of the eleven ABs include manageability
capabilities. However the management policy elements
they can get are quite rudimentary (like a timer value or a
combination of simple conditions). This illustrates the
difficulty in converting high-level management policies
into simpler rules understandable by the autonomic
managers

on their internal resources. They might result from the composition (implying
sophisticated interoperability) between different lower-level ABs. Thus the com-
position of ABs becomes an important research domain. However the lack of
compliance with open standards, which characterizes elementary ABs, prevents
any progress on their interoperability.
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The main difference resulting from these qualitative assessments concerns the
coupling between autonomic features and application specific (business) func-
tionalities. This is due to:

systems architecture: SUT1 and SUT2 lie on a wide distributed multi-peers archi-
tecture whereas SUT3 is based on a centralized and hierarchical architecture;

development history: SUT1 and SUT2 have been developed from scratch whereas
SUT3 consists in a clustered workload management layer added to an existing
of J2EE application server.

4.2 Quantitative Assessment

Again, due to space limitation, this section only focuses on a single AB that illus-
trates the kind of results obtained by applying the quantitative metrics defined
in table 2 on all implemented ABs. This AB concerns self-optimization in SUT3.
It aims at increasing or reducing the number of physical machines (nodes of a
cluster of JOnAS application servers) according to a level of workload addressed
to a given web application. The workload manager is centralized and, in this ex-
ample, is deployed on a dedicated machine. All requests addressed to the given
web application are routed through the workload manager. The experimentation
consists in injecting an extra workload causing a violation of the management
policy concerning the response time limitation.

An evaluation methodology close to the one described in [2] (see section 3.3)
has been used for this benchmark. Preliminarily the workload threshold at which
the manager decides to release the AB, has been determined. This depends
mainly on the material configuration of the test platform. A value of 50 requests
per second (req/s) has been obtained. Then, the same three-step approach has
been applied to each different experimentation.

1. The first stage consists in submitting SUT3 to the maximum workload a
single J2EE application server can handle without breaching the response
time limitation (set to 100 ms).

2. Then, after having achieved the stabilization of response time, an extra work-
load is injected.

3. The last step focuses on the observation of response time (QoS metric) and
of the different autonomic durations until the system returns to a stable
state (with a satisfying response time).

For any SUT, it is possible to draw a figure showing the impact of the injected
disturbance on the QoS. According to the autonomic characteristic –and thus to
the type of disturbance– different injection profiles can be defined. In the field
of self-optimization for instance, the injection profile of extra workload consists
in setting its rate and its emerging speed. Figure 5 illustrates the three-step test
protocol and shows the impact of an extra workload on SUT3 response time. In
this example, the injection profile is characterized by a rate of 20% (+10 requests
per second) and an arising speed of 1 second (i.e. a step profile).
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Fig. 5. Impact of an extra workload on SUT3 response time

Table 4. Quantitative evaluation of resource optimization of SUT3

Workload profile 1 Workload profile 2 Workload profile 3

Extra workload rate 20% - 10 req/s 20% - 10 req/s 40% - 20 req/s

Extra workload arising
speed

1 s - 10 req/s2 60 s - 0.17 req/s2 60 s - 0.33 req/s2

M + A durations 61 s. 64 s. 66 s.

Wait for P duration 17 ms. 24 ms. 27 ms.

P duration 485 ms. 475 ms. 475 ms.

Wait for E duration 2 ms. 4 ms. 15 ms.

E duration 136 s. 136 s. 131 s.

Stabilization duration 46 s. 53 s. 39 s.

Table 4 synthesizes the results obtained by applying three different extra
workload profiles. Autonomic computing durations were not obtained graphically
but through the analysis of workload manager log files.

These results lead to three major observations.

1. Monitoring and analysis durations9 are amazingly high whereas the time
lag for planning is extremely short. A first explanation might conclude that
monitoring and analysis are really inefficient. However this is not the case.
It results from two causes. On the one hand SUT3 provides a mechanism
for avoiding hyper-sensitivity (i.e. reacting too frequently): the violation of
response time limitation has to last at least one minute before triggering
a reaction plan. SUT3 is effectively an industrial solution whose objectives
are an hourly optimization. It does not find any interest in a finer grained
precision for resource optimization. On the other hand, SUT3 considers that
the disturbance consists of the extra workload injection and its continuation
during a configured duration (at least one minute) whereas in the approach
proposed in this article, the disturbance consists only in the extra workload

9 Data collected from the SUT3 benchmark did not make possible the distinction
between monitoring and analysis durations.
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(the configured duration defining the minimal length of the wait for planning
duration).

2. Another observation is that the self-optimization behavior is independent
from the injected disturbances profiles. SUT3 does not seem to include an-
ticipation features because it remains insensitive to changes of arising speed
or rate of extra workload (see table 4).

3. Stabilization duration is quite long. It confirms that this measure remains
essential for evaluating the risk the system tends to remain a long time in
an unstable state.

4.3 Discussion

This section discusses the proposed methodology for evaluating autonomic com-
puting whereas section 4.1 and section 4.2 focus on presenting and analyzing the
results coming from the technical benchmark.

On the one hand, the methodology used for qualitative benchmark is relatively
generic: it has been applied successfully, especially as far as qualitative assess-
ment is concerned, to eleven ABs coming from three applications that differ in
business areas, architectures and implementations.

On the other hand, our experiments question the genericity of the approach,
and in particular of the test process (see section 3.3), with respect to system
architecture. Indeed, although the process is adapted for evaluating systems
for which QoS and autonomic metrics are evaluated at the same abstraction
level (this is the case of autonomic systems with a hierarchical architecture
of components, like SUT3), it is not so adequate for systems where QoS and
autonomic metrics are measured at different levels of abstraction, like in a P2P
systems (such as SUT1 and SUT2) where ABs are local and QoS is evaluated at
a macroscopic level. In the latter situation, an injected disturbance will trigger
an autonomic adaptation that could have no measurable effect on the QoS (due
to the important number of peers contributing to the QoS). A solution could be
to define a methodology for composing the results obtained at the peer (local)
level in order to extrapolate the impact of ABs at a global level. This is one of
the subjects that needs further investigations.

Finally the definition of anticipation and stabilization durations independently
from the domain of application and the architecture is also a challenge for a
quantitative autonomics benchmark. It has been experimented indeed that for
now, in some cases, the stabilization duration can be difficult or even impossi-
ble to measure (for example in an AB running periodically without any “real”
triggering event).

5 Conclusion

This article has introduced a methodology and a process for qualitative and
quantitative assessment of autonomic features in computing systems together
with associated experimental results on eleven autonomic behaviors in three
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different autonomic systems (two P2P systems and one n-tiers system). Our ex-
periments provide an uneven feedback that altogether questions the reachable
genericity of autonomic benchmarking and the possibility of evaluating auto-
nomic systems in which autonomic features are deeply built-in (e.g. in the P2P
systems considered in this article).

Further investigations related to this work are needed so as to validate or to
invalidate these first feedbacks and:

– to improve the ways of measuring some criteria, such as anticipatory or
stabilization;

– to work out a methodology for composing elementary ABs in order to ob-
tain a higher level behavior and allow the comparison of QoS metrics and
autonomic computing indicators at the same level of abstraction;

– to define ways of coupling cost models with a technical benchmark. This
would enable to evaluate the return on investment of autonomic computing
and to determine the pertinence of applying such a disruptive technology to
different fields of application.

Since benchmarking tools have already managed to provide important im-
provements on the efficiency of microprocessors or middleware as mentioned in
[1], autonomics benchmarking is expected to constitute a decision-making tool
for IT managers to assess and hopefully foster the adoption of autonomics in
industry - but this is not an easy road.
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